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Abstract All migration projects require careful planning and good methodology to ensure proper execution. Migrating enterprise data to cloud is a difficult task. Efforts to standardize cloud data migration has been going on and several frameworks have been proposed; most of them are technology-dependent and vendor-dependent frameworks. In an attempt to tackle this problem a technology-vendor-independent database migration is presented. It is achieved by adapting and revising several migration methodologies. To realize the framework, dummy MySQL database and a web-based data migration tool was used to migrate data to Google public cloud. It emerges that the framework is worth pursuing, because ensures most critical aspects of cloud migration are put into consideration. The framework will be of significant contribution to cloud data migration maturity and standardization and will help educational establishments in migrating their database to cloud because all security aspects are put into consideration. The tool used did not support the last two step of the proposed framework therefore we propose further work on designing a tool that supports the framework.
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1. Introduction

Higher Education landscape around the world is in a constant state of flux and evolution, mainly because of significant challenges arising from effort in adopting new and emerging technologies [7]. The modern age educational scenario has lead to the growth in data as the quantity of information, data collected and processed for the planning and management of educational activities has been constantly increasing. In order to provide various facilities to the students, staff, faculty members and other stakeholders, the university needs storage and computing systems that would integrate multiple services and concerned requests. Cloud Computing offer a solution to many challenges facing higher education institutes.

Cloud computing has made the computing world to shift from enterprise centric to data-centric workloads driven by the Big Data revolution, by reinventing utility/elastic computing as the new mantra for IT industry [4]. For its promise to reduce infrastructure costs and provide virtually unlimited computational power and data storage, as [2] discuss, in recent years, cloud computing has gained significant acceptance in both the enterprise application management and scientific computing.

While active research in this field provides novel concepts, techniques and principles towards building cloud-native applications, there is a significant effort, led by enterprises, to migrate traditional application databases to cloud [5]. Database as a Service (DBaaS) is a cloud service where traditional database management system (DBMS) is transformed into scalable, elastic and autonomic database platform. It can be implemented using relational database management system or non-relational database management system.

One of the biggest trends in IT nowadays is moving database workloads to the cloud. Migrating towards cloud requires a clear and well planned strategy that supports cloud computing capabilities. For example when considering migrating part of database layer to cloud, which provides data persistence and manipulation capabilities, it is necessary to address aspects of granuarity of interactions and data confidentiality, and to enable applications to interact with remote data sources. Moving database structures and their related data sets to the cloud is not an easy task. [1] Observes that migrating database to cloud cannot be done overnight and that successful migration is achieved step by step.

In this work, we present a vendor and technology independent framework for migrating part and/or whole university’s database to cloud, and position it to existing application migration frameworks. The framework is applicable for use in educational establishments to migrate databases in different domains and is agnostic to the types of data sources. The requirements this framework meets, have been adopted from requirements identified through research done by collaboration between software engineers and domain experts in several research projects and collaborations with enterprise [14].

For realization of our approach, we use a dummy MySQL database and Google SQL cloud. We use the framework
for partial migration of this database to a public cloud; and migration is done using an online data migration tool.

2. Related Work

There is no literature for migrating database to cloud therefore; we investigated vendor dependent frameworks and guidelines for application database layer migration. We also considered available recommendations with respect to migration to cloud.

According to [15], Amazon proposes a phase-driven approach migration of an application to their cloud infrastructure consisting of the following six phases: cloud assessment, proof of concept, data migration, application migration, leverage the cloud and optimization. The data migration phase is subdivided into a selection of the concrete Amazon AWS service and the actual migration of data. We will use this methodology by applying the first four phases and refine the data migration by using our proposed framework for migrating the database to cloud. As the methodology proposed by Amazon focuses on Amazon AWS data and storage services only, we abstract from this methodology and integrate the guidelines in our proposal.

Additionally there are other product specific guidelines and recommendation [8]. Microsoft provides Windows Azure SQL Database Migration wizard and the synchronization service Windows Azure Data Sync. We will refer these tools and tutorials during data migration phase.

Google is offering for the App Engine the tool Bulk Loader which supports both the import of CSV and XML files into the App Engine Data store, and export of CSV, XML, or text files. We abstract from vendor-specific guidelines and recommendations in order to integrate them to our process. [5] Also propose a vendor-specific methodology for the migration to Oracle products and services by providing a detailed methodology, guidelines and recommendations focusing on relational databases. We will base our proposal on their methodology, abstract from it by adapting and extending it.

Apart from vendor-specific methodologies and guidelines, there are also proposals independent from specific cloud provider. [5] Identified, taxonomically classified and systematically compared existing research on cloud computing. The researcher considered the lessons learnt from the methodology, and therefore proposed and addressed the lack of migration framework to support cloud computing maturity and tool to support automated cloud data migration. We build on migration framework to support cloud computing maturity.

[6] Specified four major rules for data migration concluding that IT staff does not often know about the semantics of the data to be migrated, which causes a lot of overheard effort. With our step by step methodology, we provide details on guidelines and recommendation on data migration. We make an assumption that the institution has already taken these factors into consideration therefore our methodology will not deal these factors. [12] Proposed a methodology of data migration that consisted of the following phases: design, extraction, cleansing, importing and verification. Additionally, they categorized data migration into storage migration, database migration, application migration, business process migration and digital data retention. We abstract from this methodology and adapt database migration in order to define cloud migration scenarios.

[14] proposed a data migration methodology that was derived from [6] consisted of the following seven phase: select migration scenarios, describe desired cloud hosting solution, select data store or data services, describe source data store or data service, identify patterns to solve migration conflict, refactoring application architecture, migrate data.

[13] Proposed using cloud data patterns in solving migration conflict which is done by mapping migration scenarios to cloud data patterns. They describe data patterns as a reusable and implementation technology-independent for a challenge related to the data layer of application in the cloud for a specific context. We will adopt some of migration scenarios identified in [13]. We will also adopt some database design criteria proposed by [10] as some of categories selecting cloud databases in our methodology.

2.1. Strauch’s Migration Framework Discussed

The step by step methodology that we present this section refines and adapts the migration framework [14] so as to address the identified requirements. The methodology consists of seven phases meets; Selection of the migration scenario which entails detailed planning of what will be migrated and how the migration will be done by formulating a migration strategy: describe desired cloud data hosting solution, which involves selecting suitable cloud data using specified functional requirements and properties grouped into different categories drawn from established cloud service providers: select cloud data store or data service; target data store or service are identified using properties set in the previous phase; describe source data store or data service is the fourth phase that entails discussing the source data store so as to identify conflicts that may arise during migration: Identify pattern to solve potential migration conflicts; entails identifying conflicts that may result from incompatibility of different database layers using patterns identified in [13]: refactor application architecture; since an application is made up of three different layers, migration of an application data layer to cloud has an implication on other layers (presentation and business logic): The last phase is migration of data which entails configuration of connections to source and target data store or service. The figure below shows the Strauch migration process framework.
3. Methodology

The goal was to develop a database as a service migration framework for universities: a case of Kenyan University.

3.1. Requirements for the Proposed Migration Framework

Requirements

The functional and non-functional requirements presented in this section aim to provide decision support for an application data layer migration to the cloud as proposed by [13].

Functional requirements (FR)

a) Independence from database platform: the methodology should support both relational database management systems and NoSQL data stores as discussed by [11] that have emerged recently.

b) Support of data stores and data services: the methodology should be able to support migration for both fine and coarse-grained types of interactions.

c) On-premise and off-premise: the methodology should be able to support data stores and data services that are either hosted on-premise and off-premise, using either cloud or non-cloud technologies.

d) Management and configuration: any tool supporting this methodology should be able to provide management and configuration capabilities for data stores, data services, and migration projects. Must also support new migration projects.

e) Support various migration scenarios: Data migration depends on the context and the concrete use cases.

f) Support for incompatibility identification and resolution: the methodology has incorporated the specification of functional and non-functional requirements of database layer for both source database layer used before migration and target data store or service.

Non-functional requirements (NFR)

a) Security – any tool using the methodology should be able to support necessary authorization, authentication, integrity and confidentiality of source of data store during export and import. And should also enforce user wide security policies when required.

b) Reusability – the methodology should be reusable with respect to integration into methodology of migration of the whole database as the one proposed by [15].

c) Extensibility – methodology should be extensible to incorporate further aspects that impacts the data migration to the cloud, such as regulations compliance.

3.2. The Difference between Strauch’s Framework and the Proposed Framework

Taking into consideration [14] their methodology addresses all the requirements discussed above. However, it is a migration tool specific methodology in that, the methodology was designed to fit specific tool which makes it insecure when it comes to data migration as the user may not know whether some data is visible to other users. This is due to the fact that the user of the methodology has no access to the source code of the tool therefore hard to customize it to users’ requirements.

Therefore it fails to satisfy a major requirement that we mentioned (NFRa). In addition, the methodology is designed with an assumption that all errors and conflicts can be identified before and during migration, therefore testing is not required. In other words it is not clear whether after using this methodology the user will achieve optimum performance and if not no guidelines are given on how to solve the problem.

The framework deals with migrating application’s data layer to cloud, therefore the need for application refactoring. On the other hand, we are interested in migrating whole database to cloud, therefore we modify this phase to accommodate database migration. Phases three and four of the methodology are not separable because for the user to select target data store or data service they must consider the source data store or service, therefore we merge these two phases in our proposed framework.

3.3. Migration Tool

Our literature review did not result in a method that is specially for evaluating migration methodologies, so we sought for a tool that would help us realize the propose framework. To achieve this, we used a dummy MySQL database to fully migrate it to Google cloud. We choose public cloud because it was the most adopted cloud model in Kenyan universities.

We did not find any tool that could fully support our framework, therefore we settled to use a data migration assistant tool found on http://www.cloud-data-migration.com/ because it was the only tool that supported some aspects of the framework. Cloud data migration assistant is a free automated online tool that was designed to support migrating application’s data layer to cloud; therefore it was not meant for migrating whole or part of enterprise database to the cloud.

4. The Proposed Framework

To address the identified deficiencies, we propose a vendor and database technology independent step-by-step methodology which refines and adapts the one discussed above. The Figure 2 below shows our six step framework.
The steps of the methodology are explained below:

**Step 1: Select Migration Scenario**

The first step is selection migration scenario, where the user choose cloud migration scenarios that will fit their requirements i.e. cloud bursting, geographical replication, sharding, working on data copy (FRL) [13] etc. These migration scenarios cover both migration directions between on-premise and off-premise (FRL); it also helps the user to formulate a migration strategy by considering migration properties such as live or non live, complete or partial migration, temporary or permanent migration. At this point any conflict between selected migration scenario and migration strategy should be solved.

**Step 2: Identify cloud data hosting solution**

This is focuses on the specification of functional and non-functional requirements with respect to target data store or data services. Therefore we derive an initial set of properties grouped in different categories based on [10] criteria of good database design and some categories provided by cloud providers such as Microsoft, Amazon etc. The table below shows the categories and the properties we consider. These categories cover both relational and non relational databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Available options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Degree of automation</td>
<td>Manual, automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Horizontal/vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Virtually unlimited/limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time to launch new instance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Storage encryption</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer encryption</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Replication</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replication type</td>
<td>Master-slave, master-master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replication method</td>
<td>Synchronous, Asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replication location</td>
<td>Same data center, different data center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic failover</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>99.9%, 99.999%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Storage type</td>
<td>RDBMS or NoSQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Migration deployment and support</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data portability</td>
<td>None, import, export</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data exchange format</td>
<td>XML, JSON, proprietary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 3: Select target cloud data store or data service**

This is done by mapping the properties of cloud data hosting solution specified in previous step to the set of available data stores and data services that have been categorized according to the same functional and non-functional properties. Implementation of this step requires data stores and data services to be previously specified according to the set of functional and non-functional properties either directly by cloud provider or by the user of this methodology. Since it is not sufficient to consider only where data store has migrated to, the functional and non-functional of the source of data store or data service are also described in order to identify and solve potential migration conflicts e.g. the database technology used (FRL).

**Step 4: Identify patterns to solve potential migration conflicts**

There are many challenges that come along with using cloud technology such as incompatibilities with database layer previously used or accidental disclosing of sensitive data. Incompatibilities may lead to inconsistencies between functionality of an existing traditional database layer and characteristics of an equivalent cloud data hosting solution. Hence, in step 4 conflicts are identified by checking the compatibility properties of the target data store selected in step 3 with the properties of the source data store or data service used before migration (FRL) [13].

**Step 5: Migrate data and Testing**

This stage entails reassessing all other phases to ensure that all the requirements are met; institutional data access and security constraints are well implemented (NFR). Then the migration is implemented and testing is done. It also entails configuration of the connections to the source and target data stores or service. Source data store or service and target data store or services are synchronized.

**Step 6: Going Live and Monitoring**

This phase involves full migration implementation and going live. Monitoring is done to ensure that the target environment meets the users’ requirements. The cloud data migration tool used in this study offers basic monitoring parameters. Guidelines required in this phase are determined by the cloud provider chosen by the user. For private cloud we propose that the user should set their guidelines guided by their requirements.

5. Results

The goal was to test the validity of our framework. This was done by migrating database to a public cloud; present the results and challenges encountered during migration process.

5.1. Framework Realization

In this section we present how the proposed framework was realized and challenges encountered during this process. We used an online cloud data migration assistance tool describe in section 3.3 above. This is an automated data migration tool that offers user control of his/her data in the sense that it offers most of the facilities needed during migration depending on which migration scenario you select. The tool also offers choices of the important data security concepts and constraints. The figure below shows the tool’s homepage.
In the first phase we choose cloud burst migration scenario where data is moved temporarily to the cloud to deal with high traffic situations. After the peak is over and local data sources are big enough to handle the traffic, the data is moved back. In step two we selected properties like security, interoperability, storage types, maintenance services i.e. monitoring and performance measuring parameters.

We selected Google cloud SQL public cloud because it provides most of properties we selected and described in the previous phase. We also selected confidential pattern to solve any data confidential conflicts between source data store and target data store. The tool automatically configures all the selected items and gives a summary of your choices; this helped us to make changes to solve any identified problem. The actual migration depended on Google Cloud SQL set procedures; therefore we configured the database to be migrated using Google set procedures, for final migration. Unfortunately, we were not able to reach this stage using our framework because we lacked a tool that could enable this to happen.

5.2. Challenges Encountered during Migration

Our framework 5th phase required we first implement the data migration and test it before going live. Using cloud data migration assistant tool it was not possible to implement this phase since the tool does not support it. Also the final phase of the proposed migration was not implemented fully using the tool because performance and monitoring parameters are set during 2nd and 3rd phases.

We selected a public cloud model as our target data to implement our migration. We noted that not all security and privacy considerations we had selected were supported by public cloud providers, therefore we conclude that for better data security and privacy results, a private cloud or hybrid cloud should be considered rather than a public cloud.

Since the tool we used was designed to migrate database layer of an application, we observe that it is not the best for migrating the whole database to cloud. We did not get any other free migration tool that could support whole database migration to cloud, therefore propose further study on a tool that can support the proposed framework fully. We also suggest further work on the last two phases specifically on database testing and monitoring.

6. Conclusion and Further Work

We conclude that the framework is a very useful tool for database migration to cloud in educational establishments, since it helps the user to define data security and privacy according to the enterprise’s policies; also the fact that the framework is vendor and technology independent. With the use of a customized migration tool, the framework offers a secure way of migrating enterprise database to cloud. For best results for an education establishment, we recommend use of private or hybrid cloud model to ensure proper data security and privacy issues are taken into consideration.

The framework will also play a great role in maturity of migrating database to cloud as there is no other framework that are so far specified for this purpose. We recommend that for this framework to be fully realized, a data migration tool that supports all its features should be developed. We further recommend the framework to be tested in real life case study and also identifying improvements on the framework especially target data store or service performance optimization.
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